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Abstract: Manual generation of test cases and scenario screening processes, during field architecture
concept development, may produce a limited number of solutions that do not necessarily lead to
an optimal concept selection. For more complex subsea field architectures, which might include
processing modules for enhancing pressure and thermal management for the production network, the
number of configuration cases and scenarios to evaluate can be extremely large and time and resource-
consuming to handle through conventional manual design processes. This paper explores the use of
evolutionary algorithms (EA) to automate case generation, scenario screening, and optimization of
decentralized subsea processing modules during field development. An evaluation of various genetic
operators and evolution strategies was performed to compare their performance and suitability to
the application. Based on the evaluation results, an EA using structural uniform crossover and a
gradient plus boundary mutation as the main variation operators was developed. The methodology
combines EA and an integrated modeling approach to automate and optimize the concept selection
and field architecture design when considering decentralized subsea processing modules.

Keywords: evolutionary algorithms; decentralized subsea processing; field architecture concepts

1. Introduction

Typical field architecture concepts, where wells from different reservoir and produc-
tion regions are connected to the same production network, may offer a suboptimal solution
when it comes to pressure and thermal management of the production fluids. Thus, for
fields with large heterogeneity among the wells, the common cluster solution may create a
strong interdependence between the production rates and wellhead pressures. For such
cases, the full performance of the field is compromised by any change in the operating
conditions of a given region or wells within the production network. A different approach
is being proposed by [1,2], where a well or a region with a large heterogeneous perfor-
mance is decoupled from the main network by installing decentralized subsea processing
modules in the field architecture. This approach, called the Subsea Gate Box (SGB) [3],
is addressed to increase production management flexibility by expanding the possible
production strategies, considering both production constraints and reservoir dynamics,
and increasing the energy efficiency to improve resource utilization.

The process modules within the gate box (or processing station) depend on the field
constraints and flowing characteristics. On the other hand, reservoir strategies may require
reducing the production rates of wells with given characteristics (sand production, erosion
problems, water cut, etc.) or increasing production from other regions. Therefore, the number
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of constraints and variables to consider during the design phase can escalate considerably,
making it difficult to select the best fit-for-purpose solution.

There exists a variety of commercial software to create what is called an integrated
production model (IPM) of the asset. These tools are useful to integrate and evaluate the
performance of different stages of the production systems, from the reservoir to the topside
facility, including the wells and network performance. The integrated models facilitate the
evaluation of the interactions along the system and the effects of given variables on given
objectives. Works like [4–12] demonstrated the value of conducting integrated modeling,
from the conceptual and front-end design up to the lifetime field operations, especially for
conducting production optimization studies and uncertainty analyses.

The work in [4] presented an early phase conceptual design method using integrated
modeling for a full production system from reservoir to the receiving facility, including a
subsea gas compression station. The authors concluded that, following this integrated mod-
eling approach, it is possible to ensure robust and optimized field design and operability
through the production period. Nevertheless, they emphasized the necessity of simulating
all operational scenarios. Likewise, [5] presented a study for a concept screening of the
greenfield development, where they employ integrated simulations to enable a holistic
investigation of the possible solutions. For their study cases, they nominated four options:
natural flow, boosting with multiphase pump, separation with single phase boosting, and
separation with boosting and water injection. They concluded that the strong interde-
pendence among the different components across the hydrocarbon production system,
especially when including subsea processing, might lead to unrealistic system behavior
if one or more components are isolated from the design investigation. The authors of [6]
presented a very interesting tool that combined the integrated modeling approach of the
full production system with a direct connection between the hardware definition (equip-
ment/technology selection) and cost estimation within the field layout and the production
analysis. In this way, the tool allows creating multiple scenarios that can be ranked and
evaluated in term of economics and technical aspects for a final concept selection.

The above referred works present a robust and practical methodology for evaluating
different scenarios at an early stage of the concept selection process. Nevertheless, they
do not offer a clear solution on how to generate all possible scenarios and how to reduce
the entire domain of possibilities, which may be very large, to a handful of cases that
should be considered further within the integrated models. Such a screening process
could be part of a field design optimization, which should consider field architecture key
elements (placement of wellheads and manifolds, type and location of production facilities,
well scheduling, subsea processing elements, line routing, etc.). Works like [7,13–15]
have presented different proposals for optimizing field designs. Most of them have used
conventional optimization methods that require explicit analytic models to be available.
However, in practice, relevant domain engineering software and simulation tools are used
to support the field development process. Therefore, it is desirable to utilize data and
information generated by different engineering sources during the optimization process.
Hence, the availability of explicit analytic models from commercial engineering tools may
not be possible.

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been successfully used to provide metaheuristic
optimization solutions to complex problems, where model-based optimization methods are
not suitable, due to the nonavailability of explicit analytic models. EA have also been used
for large-scale optimization problems where traditional mathematical methods may have
challenges. The purpose of EA is to guide the search, evolving a set of solutions to satisfy
the optimization problem objectives. There have been several contributions in the litera-
ture addressing the automatic generation of test cases and optimization using EA within
software development, such as [16–24]. In [21], an EA for linear systems identification was
proposed for the screening of different model structures, as well as the models’ parameter
estimations. A multi-objective EA for the selection of equipment modules of discrete
numbers and sizes, for a flexible production plant, was documented in [22]. An application
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of EA to optimize an industrial gas turbine blade cooling passage design configuration was
presented in [23]. In [24], an EA to optimize a subsea design from a flow assurance point of
view was proposed, where the key challenge was the temperature maintenance across the
network. Similar approaches were proposed in [25–29], using artificial intelligence-based
algorithms to optimize the field design. Nevertheless, the mentioned works optimized
only the system portion of interest and did not consider integrated modeling for evaluating
the effects of the optimized parameters in the entire system.

Based on the above documented challenges and inspired by the solutions that EA
has provided to similar problems, a methodology for automated case generation, scenario
screening, and the optimization of subsea processing systems to support field architecture
concept development is proposed. The methodology combines evolutionary algorithms
(EA) and the integrated modeling approach for screening and selecting the cases. The
strategy offers the possibility of different levels of optimization: a level dedicated to
optimizing the field architecture (in terms of process module configurations and locations)
and a level to optimize the performance of the combined reservoir–network model. The
first level is carried out by applying EA, while the latter is achieved by a nonlinear optimizer
and a sequential linear programming given by the integrated model.

The development of the EA was performed based on an evaluation over various
genetic operators and evolution strategies to compare their performance and suitability
to the application. The proposed EA uses structural uniform crossover and gradient plus
boundary mutation as the main variation operators. Although the main optimization
problem is based on decentralized subsea processing modules, the methodology here
presented could also be applied to a central processing station design, as well as adapted to
include other field architecture variables. The methodology addressed three main aspects:
development of the case generation algorithm, definition of the fitness function (using
production integrated modeling), and the design and development of the evolutionary
algorithm applied to this optimization problem.

The EA algorithm developed at this stage does not guarantee a global optimal solution,
but it supports a methodology to automate and optimize decentralized subsea processing
module configurations and locations within a field, avoiding manual case generation
and screening processes. The solution obtained for the SGB configuration and location is
assumed fixed during the field life at this stage. Future works will focus on the further
development of this algorithm to improve the global search and optimization capabilities,
include an uncertainty analysis, and consider SGB configuration changes that may be
needed throughout the field life.

2. Methods
2.1. Problem Statement: The Subsea Gate Box Concept

The subsea gate box (SGB) is a multifunctional assembly that enables decoupling
the well performance from the flow constraints imposed by the common network. The
assembly aims to prepare the wells stream to be introduced into the production system by
incorporating different process modules, such as separation, boosting, chemical injection,
metering, or any other process that might contribute to improving the performance of the
production stream. Those process units are conceived as the primary processing stages,
since the ultimate objective of the SGB is to enhance the available reservoir energy while
avoiding reducing production due to the limitations of the network [2].

The SGB concept targets different field architecture arrangements, and it is not limited
to a single wells stream but might also handle regions or production wells with similar
characteristics. The SGB modular principle opens up the opportunity to adapt the process-
ing train to specific operating conditions of the treated stream over the lifetime of the field.
Figure 1 presents a schematic representation of the SGB, where it is considered an example
that assumes a field development with different formations and reservoirs.
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Figure 1. Subsea gate box concept [3].

The subsea field architecture for such a case depends on four main variables:

1. location of the SGB within the field
2. number of simultaneous SGB within the field
3. number of process modules in a SGB
4. process train sequence in a SGB

Where (1) and (2) are the key parameters for enabling flexibility in the system to allow
creating different strategies for production regions with very different performances. They
are a function of the process modules available at each SGB. On the other hand, (3) and (4)
constitute the internal configuration of a SGB. They are a function of the operating stream:
multiphase, gas, oil, or water line. For this work, the internal configuration of the SGB can
be a combination of the process shown in Figure 2. The selection of the process depends on
the location (input stream) and the global and local constraints within the network.

Figure 2. Possible process modules within a subsea gate box (SGB).

The combination of all possible options of these four variables creates a considerably
large domain of alternatives. Manual selection of the most suitable solutions threatens
the possibility for innovation, and it might limit the real purpose of the subsea gate box:
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increasing the production management flexibility. Therefore, the SGB design requires
a systematic and automated screening process that allows exploring the entire domain,
ranking the alternatives, and supporting the identification of the best suitable solutions in
a consistent manner.

2.2. Case Screening Methodology

The methodology consists of integrating well-known production models used within
project development and operation activities with an optimization algorithm. The industry
normally relies on commercial software for production models that include multidisci-
plinary packages covering from the reservoir, wells, flow network, and up to the process
facilities. Those packages are normally built as a black box-type software, with limited
possibility for accessing the explicit analytic model. This makes difficult the application of
traditional optimization methods. In order to keep the possibility of using the production
models provided by the commercial software for the screening and optimization process, it
is then necessary to use a metaheuristic approach for the optimization of the problem.

The optimization problem of the SGB is based on finding the best combination of
the four variables mentioned in Section 2.1 that enables the maximum production rate
with the minimum investment. Therefore, the methodology is addressed to find the best
geographical locations and configurations of SGBs within a given production system. Thus,
the field architecture and the production model for a given field development should be
provided by the user.

In this work, the production system is fixed. Thus, the field layout, wells and manifold
placements, and production constraints remain constant throughout the field life. The only
modifications to the field architecture are the placement of the SGBs and their connection
elements, such as additional umbilical lines, pipelines, risers, and connectors.

At this initial stage of the study, some simplifications are included:

• The diameter of the lines remains from the original design, even when the flow rates
of the original lines change due to the SGB operation. Likewise, additional lines
downstream of separation processes are taken as a copy of the original.

• SGBs are installed at the beginning of the project, and their location, configuration,
and the settings of the process modules do not change over time.

• All the optimization settings within the production model are disabled.
• The production model is set to produce to maximum potential.
• The process equipment within the SGB are not fully modeled. The process perfor-

mances are defined as “nodes” in the network that increase the pressure, split phases,
or change the temperature. Therefore, the typical values of efficiency from the literature
are used for calculating the power demand and estimating the umbilical requirements.

• The economic model is simplified, as documented in Section 2.5.1.

The methodology requires an integrated production modeling software (IPM), Excel,
MATLAB, and a utility software that allows other programs (such as Excel and MATLAB)
access to public functions in the IPM.

An IPM is a common approach in the oil and gas industry to evaluate the performance
of the production system and the interconnection among its subsystems. The IPM is a
digital representation of the hydrodynamics and state conditions of the production fluids
at different levels of the system. The model includes system interactions and defines the
boundary conditions for each individual system. The reservoir, the distribution network,
the processing facilities, and even the economic framework could be defined as a subsystem
within an IPM approach.

For this work, the IPM tool from Petroleum Expert, together with their OpenServer
utility tool, was used to test the methodology. Figure 3 summarizes the proposed method-
ology and shows the interconnections among the different tools and their expected inputs
and outputs. The following sections explain the parts and functions of the method.
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Figure 3. Flow diagram of the case generation and scenario screening methodology. EA: evolutionary algorithms and IPM:
integrated production modeling.

2.3. Data Collection

The first step of the methodology is the data collection and definition of the relevant
parameters by the user. The method needs as an input the original production model of
the field developed in the IPM tool; the economic parameters (such as oil and gas prices,
discount rates, equipment costs, material costs, etc.); the additional model parameters
(such as operating constraints, equipment performance limits, production schedule, etc.);
and the setting parameters for the EA.

2.4. Identifying Locations and Creating a Superstructure

The second step is the mapping of the original model to identify all possible locations
for installing a subsea gate box. Thus, the “Network Path” routine reads the original
file and identifies the network path from each of the production wells to the receiving
separator. It saves the identification number of the different elements (pipes, joints, wells,
and equipment) and lists all production wells and commingling points in the network that
can be a potential location for an SGB. The routine is implemented using Visual Workflow
of the Petroleum Expert IPM package, and the output of this function is an array with the
ID of the different locations within the field to be considered for an SGB.

Subsequently, a copy of the original file is transformed in a superstructure that repre-
sents all possible scenarios. A superstructure representation is a highly redundant process
diagram that includes all potentially useful processing units and all relevant interconnec-
tions. This technique is used in the optimization of process synthesis problems [30–34].
The optimization model is formulated based on this superstructure and includes not only
the optimization variables of the synthesis problem but, also, the discrete variables used to
select a subset of process units within the superstructure [30].

The superstructure is created by including in the network all possible SGB identified
in the “Network Path” function and including all the processes considered in Figure 2
for each SGB. The SGB is represented in the network model as “flowsheet” elements and
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contains a representation of all the process units and their respective connections, as is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Superstructure example. (A) Original field layout from the input file, (B) superstructure file, and (C) subsea gate
box internal superstructure.

Each geographical location of the SGB in the field network is identified with a cor-
relative number. Likewise, all relevant elements inside the SGB are identified with an
integer number and a level name related to the SGB location number. The EA uses this
identification system to generate the control variables to activate a given SGB with a given
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configuration. The superstructure in Figure 4 is then modified by activating or deactivating
the SGB elements and by connecting different fluid routes inside the SGB according to the
configuration defined for each evaluation case (or individual), as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Superstructure identification system.

2.5. The Integrated Model (IPM)

The scope of the present research focuses on subsea processing systems; therefore,
the IPM is defined from the reservoir up to the receiving separator topside. The receiving
separator is the starting point for the topside process facilities, and it defines the connection
point between the subsea production system and the process systems of the production
fluids. Thus, the pressure at the receiving separator represents a boundary condition for
the subsea production system. Likewise, the flow rate and pressure from the reservoir
define another boundary condition of the subsea network.

In this work, the IPM is divided into two sections: the production model and the fitness
function. The production model includes the reservoir, the wells, and the subsea network
up to the receiving separator. The model uses black oil for the production fluids and a
material balance approach to represent the reservoir behavior. The fitness function, on the
other hand, is defined by a simplified economic model that includes Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX), Operational Expenditures (OPEX), and income calculation generated by the
implementation of the subsea gate box. Figure 6 shows a diagram of the model sections
and the relations among them. The model is run by RESOLVE, a software that links all
applications of the production model with the fitness function. The latest is programmed
in a datasheet in Excel that contains the simplified economic model.

Figure 6. Integrated production model diagram.
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2.5.1. The Fitness Function

The fitness function contains the relation between the gain and drawback of the SGB
concept, and it gives a measurement of the quality of the different cases evaluated. The
gain is calculated in terms of the incomes from selling the extra oil and gas. The drawback
is evaluated based on a penalization function that considers the complexity of each SGB
configuration and the number and location of the SGBs.

The complexity of an SGB is determined as a function of the number and type of
process. Some units, like compressors and multiphase boosters, require more components
and complex equipment than others. On the other hand, the complexity increases as the
number of connections inside the SGB increase and according to the additional items
required within the network. For instance, separation modules add three internal con-
nections to the SGB and require one extra flowline for the separated phase, while pump
modules add two internal connections and require power cables and hydraulic lines for
barrier fluids.

The location of the SGB affects the penalization function in terms of the distance to
the receiving facilities and the production flow rate associated with the wells connected to
the SGB. These two variables define the size of the process equipment and the length of the
flowlines and umbilical connected to the SGB.

Since the gain is evaluated in terms of economic benefit, the complexity should also be
translated in terms of an economic value; therefore, the penalization function is calculated
based on some parameters of the CAPEX and OPEX related to the SGB system. The CAPEX
considered are the equipment costs (pump, separator, compressor, or heater); the SGB costs
(structure, number of connections, and manifold system); and external items or facilities
(flowlines, riser, umbilical, and power generation). The OPEX considered are the vessel
time costs for inspection and repair and the spare and reconditioning costs.

The relationship between the gain and the penalization function is defined in a similar
way as the calculation of the net present value (NPV). A similar strategy was used by [35],
who presented an integrated field operation and optimization model using the NPV as the
target function, where all major control variables were defined as a function of the costs.
Furthermore, the standard ISO 15663 [36] recommends using the NPV as a method for
ranking the options evaluated for a given project and defining the costs driver associated
with each option. Therefore, the fitness function is calculated using Equation (1).

FF =
n

∑
t=1

St

(1 + k)t − Io (1)

where:

St: Net balance at the end of time step t
k: Discount rate
t: Time step into the future
n: Lifetime (project duration) (time step unit)
Io: Initial investment outlay

The method proposed by the ISO 15663 [36] requires including in the NPV only the
differences between the options evaluated by estimating the most relevant costs related
with the CAPEX, OPEX, revenue impact, and decommissioning (see Table 1). Nevertheless,
the uncertainty of the method depends on the availability and quality of the information for
a given project stage. The methodology proposed in this study aims to contribute during
the phase of Concept Selection and the Outline design/Front End Engineering Design
(FEED), although it could be extended to the Detailed Design phase.

During the concept selection, the analysis focuses on the major costs and revenue
trade-off with minimum details. While, for the FEED phase, the goal is to identify a
preferred technical solution among a group of different options, which includes the sizing
and scoping of the required utilities and cost trade-offs between the alternatives [36].
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Table 1. Main cost elements within an economic evaluation method established by the standard ISO
15663-2:2001(E). Adapted from [36].

CAPEX
“Cover the relevant initial investment outlay Io, from discovery through

appraisal, engineering, construction, and commissioning including
modifications until normal operations are achieved.”

OPEX “Cover the relevant costs over the lifetime of operating and maintaining
the asset.”

Revenue impact “Cover the relevant impact on the revenue stream from failures leading to
production shutdowns, planned shutdowns, and penalties.”

Disposal/decommissioning “Cover relevant costs of abandonment of the asset, if there will be a cost
difference between alternatives evaluated.”

For testing the methodology presented in this work, the fitness function was simplified
by neglecting the costs for revenue impact and decommissioning and simplifying the
number of items in the CAPEX and OPEX estimations. The quality of the fitness function
will not impact the methodology performance, but it will affect the final results and
ranking of the alternatives. Therefore, for future implementations of the algorithm, it is
recommended to follow the guidelines of [36] and use the full definition of the NPV as the
fitness function.

The fitness function was calculated by a dedicated macro in Excel and integrated with
the production model, as shown in Figure 6. The Excel spreadsheet collects the information
from the production model and contains the costs structure for each SGB. A routine written
within the VisualWorkflows in Resolve allows allocating the number of connections, pipes,
risers, PLETs (Pipeline End Termination), flow rate, equipment, etc. for each SGB according
to their internal configuration and network requirements as a function of the geographical
location. Table 2 shows the headings of the Excel spreadsheet to calculate Equation (1),
while Tables 3 and 4 present the cost items considered for CAPEX and OPEX, respectively.

Table 2. Fitness function spreadsheet to calculate Equation (1). SGB: subsea gate box.

Date (dd/mm/yyyy) Time Step in Resolve Simulations. Starting Time = Production Startup

# days Cumulative number of days at each time step. This corresponds to the time step into the
future (t) in Equation (1). Starting time = two years prior to production startup.

Base Case Qo (MSm3) Cumulative Oil/Gas production at each time step for the base case scenario. The base case
scenario is the original field without subsea processing or subsea gate boxes.Base Case Qg (MSm3)

Current Case Qo (MSm3) Cumulative Oil/Gas production at each time step for the evaluated case. The evaluated case
is one case among all possible SGB configurations.Current Case Qg (MSm3)

Extra Qo (m3) Extra Oil/Gas production due to the modifications implemented in the evaluated case. This is
the difference between the cumulative production of the evaluated case and the base case.Extra Qg (Sm3)

Energy (MWh) Power consumption of pumps and compressors of the different SGB.

Extra Qo (USD)
Incomes of the extra Oil/Gas sells. Oil price (50 USD).

Extra Qg (USD)

Energy (USD) Expenditure for the energy consumption of the pumps and compressors of the different SGB
(32 USD/MWH).

CAPEX (USD) Capital expenditure according to the items in Table 3. The CAPEX is uniformly distributed
during the two years prior to the first oil.

OPEX (USD) Operational expenditure according to the items in Table 4.

Incomes (USD) Sum of the incomes for the extra oil and gas.

Costs (USD) Sum of the expenditure associated with the SGB.

St (USD) Net balance at the end of the time step.

FF (USD) Equation (1) (discount rate = 10%).
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Table 3. Simplified CAPEX structure.

Level WBS ID Project WBS Item Description
Level 0 0 X Project Development
Level 1 1 Facilities
Level 2 101 Subsea
Level 3 10101 SGB
Level 4 1010101 Equipment
Level 5 101010101 Multiphase Boosting
Level 5 101010102 Oil Boosting
Level 5 101010103 Water Boosting
Level 5 101010104 Gas Boosting
Level 5 101010105 Gas–Liquid Separation
Level 5 101010106 Oil–Water Separation
Level 5 101010107 Heater
Level 5 101010108 Interconnection Module
Level 6 10101010801 Structure

Level 6 10101010802 Piles

Level 6 10101010803 Manifold

Level 6 10101010804 Subsea Distribution Unit

Level 6 10101010805 Subsea Control Unit

Level 6 10101010806 Internal Connectors
Level 5 101010109 Equipment Freight
Level 3 10102 Subsea Network
Level 4 1010201 Equipment
Level 5 101020101 Umbilical Connector Type 1
Level 5 101020102 Umbilical Connector Type 2
Level 5 101020103 Subsea Distribution Unit *
Level 5 101020104 Equipment Freight
Level 4 1010202 Material
Level 5 101020207 PLET (Pipeline End Termination)
Level 5 101020208 Flowline
Level 5 101020209 Power cable Static-Umbilical
Level 5 101020210 Power cable Dynamic Umbilical
Level 5 101020211 Riser
Level 5 101020212 Material Freight
Level 2 102 Topside
Level 3 10201 Power Generation
Level 3 10202 Topside VSds (Variable Speed Drives) *

* These items were not required for the business case used for this paper. WBS: Work Breakdown Structure.

Table 4. Items considerer for the OPEX.

DSV For Inspection (days) 0

MSV For Repair (days) f (Number of equipment)

Spares Costs (% CAPEX) 1%

Reconditioning Cost (%Equipment without Freight) 2%

Insurance OPEX (%CAPEX) 0.5%

DSV: Diving Support Vessel. MSV: Multipurpose support/supply vessel.
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The costs for the different items in Tables 3 and 4 were estimated using a commercial
database and cost estimation software (QUE$TOR 2019 Q3). This tool provided information
on the unit price and quantities of the regular components and items within the cost
structure. The cost figures present an accuracy level in the range of ±25% to 40%, which
corresponds to American Association of Cost Engineering (AACE) International Class
5/4. Nevertheless, any of the costs include allowances for the inflation or deflation over
the project life [37]. For this work, a larger variation of the estimated accuracy could be
expected, due to the maturity of the technology considered and the high uncertainty of the
assumptions used for the estimation of the quantities and field design.

CAPEX Estimation of the SGB (WBS ID: 10101)

For the fitness function calculations, it is important to establish a relation between
the relevant production variables (e.g., flow rates and pressures) and design parameters
of the SGB (e.g., equipment capacity and manifold system). At the conceptual stage, the
information available regarding the engineering and technical parameters of the SGB is
very limited; therefore, the cost estimation of each SGB is based on several assumptions
that should weigh its different components properly. The quality of the assumptions will
depend on the experience and the strategy of the designers, and they might require a
sensitivity analysis to establish the design ranges.

The assumptions for this work included:

• The costs of the pumps and compressors in Table 5 as a function of the mechanical
power required at the equipment location and in actual conditions. For this example,
it was considered the maximum power demand over the production period as a
simplification of the problem (Equation (2)).

Pm =
max(Ph)

η
(2)

where:

Pm: mechanical power
Ph: hydraulic power
η: pump efficiency

• The hydraulic power for the liquid and multiphase pumps was calculated according to
Equation (3) and, for the compressors, according to Equation (4) with 100% polytropic
efficiency.

Phisothermal = Qliq(Pdis − Psuc) + QgasPsuc ln
(

Pdisc
Psuc

)
(3)

Phpolytropic = Qliq(Pdis − Psuc) +
n

n− 1
QgasPsuc

[(
Pdisc
Psuc

) n−1
n
− 1

]
(4)

where:

Qliq: actual liquid flow rate
Qgas actual gas flow rate
Pdis: discharge pressure
Psuc: suction pressure
n: compression coefficient

• It is assumed that pumps for individual wells achieve higher efficiency than pumps
operating at the commingling points. Furthermore, the pumps do not operate at
the best efficiency point during the whole production period; therefore, the average
efficiency of 55% for the individual streams and 50% for the comingled points are
considered in the case of multiphase pumps and 75% and 70% in the case of liquid
pumps and compressors, respectively.
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• The costs database only included subsea multiphase pumps. Therefore, the costs of
the liquid pumps and the compressors are calculated using the multiphase pump
price multiplied by a design factor (Equations (5)–(7)). This design factor aims to
differentiate among the complexity of the three types of boosters. Thus, the liquid
pumps are assumed to be less complex (less expensive) than the multiphase pumps,
while the compressors are assumed to be more complex (more expensive) than the
multiphase pumps.

Multiphase Pump = 1 ∗ pump price (5)

Liquid Pump = 0.8 ∗ pump price (6)

Compressor = 1.2 ∗ pump price (7)

where the pump price is the “Pump and motor” item in Table 5. The largest motor is
assumed to be 3000 kw. For higher power requirements, several pumps in a series or
parallel are considered.

• For each booster system (single or parallel/series boosters), one extra spare equipment
is considered.

• The costs for separators and heaters units are estimated based on Equation (8)

C2 = C1

(
Q2

Q1

)x
(8)

where

C2: estimated cost of capacity required
C1: the known cost of a given capacity
x: cost-capacity factor (x = 0.6 for this work)

• Interconnection module.

Table 5. Cost structure of a subsea multiphase pump.

Item Quantity Unit Price

Pump station steel frame F1(Tkw) te fix USD
Pumps and motors 1 und F2(Tkw) USD

Subsea control module 1 und fix USD
Subsea step-down transformer 0 und F3(Tkw) USD

Subsea variable speed drive 0 und F4(Tkw) USD
Multiphase pumping process control module weight F5(Tkw) te G1(F5(Tkw)) USD

F1 to F5 are the curve-fitting functions built after a sensitivity analysis of the cost data base. Tkw: total kw
(maximum mechanical power).

Figure 7 shows a 3D sketch of a possible SGB with four modules connected through a
common interconnection module that contains the proper arrangement of pipes and valves
to enable the interactions among the process modules installed.

Figure 7. Sketch of the subsea gate box assembly.

The cost of the interconnection module is considered similar to a manifold system
in the QUE$TOR database. Manifold costs include the structure, piles, and the pipes and
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valves system that are a function of the number of connections. Additionally, a subsea
control unit is included for each SGB to support the functionalities of the manifold.

• Flowlines and umbilical

Additional static and dynamic umbilical are considered when installing the first pump
or compressor module. The power cable is calculated based on the power requirements,
while the hydraulic line is considered proportional to the flowline dimensions and the
amount of equipment connected.

The additional flow lines and risers for the second or/third phase are included when
installing the first separator of each type (gas–liquid or oil–water). The characteristics and
dimensions (length and inner diameter) of the lines are a copy of the original line for the
multiphase fluids according to the specific location of each separator. As a simplification,
the single-phase lines were not recalculated; nevertheless, futures works should include the
proper pipeline designs for the single-phase streams according to the relevant standards.

2.6. Case Generation

The configuration of the SGB depends on a variable number of process modules and
process train sequences or process steps. The process steps contain the order of the process
modules used for a given configuration. Thus, the generation of cases is based on the
permutation of all possible combinations of the process modules that satisfy a group of
logical constraints. Therefore, it is possible to create a case matrix, as shown Figure 8. The
matrix dimensions (N and P) are given by the N possible configurations and P process steps.
Both the process modules and the process steps are divided into four branches, according
to the fluid type: multiphase, oil, gas, and water. The formulation of all possibilities per
branch is a function of the permutation of the process module and their operational state
(on or off), as shown by Equation (9).

Figure 8. Example of a configuration matrix.

For example, for the multiphase flow line, there are three process modules that could
be ordered in n! possible ways, but each of these process modules could be operating or not.
From Equation (9), the Casemultiphase = 48. These 48 cases represent all the possibilities, but
they include impossible arrangements or cases with equivalent performances that should
be removed from the final case matrix, as shown in Figure 9.

Casebranch = n!2n (9)
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Figure 9. Case definition constraints.

The final cases matrix is built after applying the logical constraints and grouping
the process steps of all the branches. These constraints should be designed only to avoid
physically impossible solutions but not to discharge unusual possibilities. The objective at
this point is to generate all possible solutions. Some of the constraints considered in this
work include:

• The oil and gas branches are enabled after a gas–liquid separator.
• The water branch is enabled after an oil–water separator.
• The multiphase branch becomes disabled after a separator module.
• The removal of duplicate cases (equivalent performance).

For the process modules given in Figure 2, the configuration matrix would contain
N = 275 cases. The number of boxes to install and their geographical locations would define
the final architecture of the field. There is no special restriction on the locations of the
SGB; they can be installed at the individual wellhead, at a given manifold or commingling
point, or the riser base. Likewise, to maximize the flexibility of the solution, there is no
restriction on the number of simultaneous boxes that can be installed. Since the SGB could
be configured in N possible ways, the total number of possible designs of the field is given
by Equation (10).

L

∑
k=1

(
Nk
(

L!
k!(L− k)!

))
(10)

where k is the simultaneous number of the SGB, L is the total number of possible locations
within the field, and N is the number of possible SGB configurations; this is the size of the
configuration matrix in Figure 8.

2.7. Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are a subset of evolutionary computation within the
artificial intelligence field. EA uses mechanisms inspired by the biological evolution theory,
such as reproduction, recombination, mutation, and selection. EA have been successfully
used in a variety of systems and applications, but the most important contribution to
problem solving has been within the meta-heuristic optimization for large-scale problems
or where analytic model-based solutions may not be suitable, including the automatic
generation of test cases within software development, such as the problems presented in
the contributions of [16–24]. The purpose of EA is to guide the search, evolving a set of
solutions to satisfy the optimization problem objectives.

Six main paradigms can be considered within EA [21,38,39]:

• Genetic Algorithms: A population of binary numbers or character strings evolve using
a set of unitary and binary transformations and a selection process.

• Evolutionary Programs: A population of data structures evolve through a set of
specific transformations and a selection process.

• Evolutionary Strategies: A population of real numbers is evolved to find the possible
solutions of a numerical problem.
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• Evolutionary Programming: The population is constituted by finite state machines
that are subjected to unitary transformations.

• Differential Evolution: A direction-based search algorithm. It could be considered a
real parameter-coded version of genetic algorithms, but the application and sequence
of the variation operators differ with respect to the genetic algorithms and evolution
strategies. The decision space is multidimensional [39].

• Genetic Programming: The population consists of programs that solve a specific
problem. The objective is to evolve the population in order to find the best program
that solves the problem under study.

For the problem statement considered in this work, screening and optimization need
to be performed based on the data generated by the IPM rather than the availability of
explicit analytic models. The full combination of possible cases, given by Equation (10),
may be very large to be able to screen completely the whole domain of scenarios in a
reasonable time frame. It is therefore desirable to automate the generation of test cases
and evolve a set of solutions to an optimal or near-optimal solution without the need
for screening the full scenario domain. Considering the above-mentioned challenges and
needs, as well as inspired by the solutions EA has provided to similar problems, the focus
of this work centered on the evaluation of the suitability of EA for this application. The
key features making EA a suitable candidate for this research work are the capabilities to
evolve and handle large-scale optimization problems, support multiple scenario generation
without the need for explicit analytic models, and the flexibility provided by the different
paradigms in terms of data structures that can be used for solution encoding.

Sections 2.4 and 2.6 describe the processes to generate a configuration matrix of the
possible cases for each subsea gate box, as well as a superstructure creation. This configura-
tion matrix will be used by the EA as the input to generate a subspace of field configuration
cases, using subsea gate boxes or decentralized subsea processing modules, making them
evolve to satisfy defined optimization goals, considering the relevant problem constraints.
For this work, the optimization function is represented by the fitness function introduced in
Section 2.5.1, and the problem constraints are mainly related to avoid solutions outside the
valid domain. Additional constraints and details about constraint handling are presented
in Section 2.7.3 “Mutation” and Section 2.7.4.

2.7.1. Individuals Encoding and Initialization

Field configuration cases/solutions, called EA individuals, are encoded as chromo-
somes or genotypes, Cl , in terms of the arrays representing the SGB configuration cases for
each possible field location, as shows Figure 10:

Ci(xi) = Geni(xi) ; xi = j ∈
{

I+ ∪ {0}
}

(11)

where:

i = 1..n; j = 0..m
n = Max Locations
m = Max SGB con f iguration cases
L = 1..Nind
Nind = Number o f the Individuals in the population

Figure 10. EA Chromosome configuration for the SGB field configuration cases.

Then, the population Matrix C will be constituted by the aggregation of all Cl individ-
uals with dimensions Nind x n.
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The position i of each gen in the chromosome represents the field location where an
SGB can be placed and the gen value, allele, xi = j, encoded as a positive integer number or
zero, represents the SGB configuration case at i location. Zero represents no SGB placed at
the i location, respectively. The values for j can be different for each gen in the chromosome.

2.7.2. Population Initialization

Individuals/chromosomes initialization is performed by generating Nind number of
arrays with dimensions equal to n. Gene values xi are initialized using a random function
with a uniform probability distribution between 0 and m. Nind, the number of individuals,
is the size of the initial population.

2.7.3. Variation Operators

Variation operators are mechanisms used to perform changes in the population during
the execution of an EA [38]. There are two classic operators inspired by the biologic
evolution theory: crossover and mutation. However, there are more advanced operators
proposed in the literature oriented to solve specific problems, including the incorporation
of other techniques [38].

Based on the encoding documented in Section 2.7.1, the problem is integer values
and multidimensionality. Integer values are considered a subset of real values; therefore,
evolution strategy operators can be considered at the gen level. Some of the structural
operators from the genetic algorithms can also be considered at the chromosome level,
since integer values are used. Differential evolution was not considered at this stage due to
the differences of the applications and sequences of the main variation operators respective
to the evolution strategies and genetic algorithms, but it will be evaluated later to develop
further the algorithm for global optimization as a part of future works. The intention of this
work is to explore the capabilities over several genetic operators and evolution strategies,
as well as to identify the potential combinations or modifications required over the existing
operators. The objective is to develop an algorithm to address the optimization problem
related to the decentralized subsea processing module configurations and locations.

For this work, crossover and mutation operators were considered. There is a wide
variety of crossover and mutation operators used for genetic algorithms and evolution
strategies in the literature [21,38–41]. The variation operators considered for the evaluation
and comparative analyses to verify their suitability to this application are documented in
Section 2.7.3 “Crossover” and “Mutation”.

Crossover

Crossover is a variation operator that emulates the process of natural reproduction
using simple operations over two individuals selected as parents. Crossover can be per-
formed at the parametric level over the gene’s values or at the structural level over the
chromosome segments to generate the offspring. Parametric crossover is normally used
within evolution strategies, also called real-coded crossover operators [20], while structural
crossover is more commonly used within genetic algorithms. The following crossover
operators were considered for evaluation:

• Parametric—Heuristic Crossover: Let Cr
l (x) be the chromosome corresponding to the

lth position in the population during the rth generation: l = 1...Nind, and let Cr
l (x) and

Cr
k(x) be two individuals selected from the population as parents: k 6= l. The crossover

produces the following offspring: Or
l (x) and Or

k(x) [21].

Or
l (x) = Cr

l (x) + α(Cr
l (x)− Cr

k(x)) (12)

Or
k(x) = Cr

k(x) + α(Cr
k(x)− Cr

l (x)) (13)

where Cl(r) and Ck(r) are defined as in Equation (11). Parameter α must be a very
small positive number compared to the order of magnitude associated with the
gene’s values of each chromosome [21]. It can be also limited to a random or fixed
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number between 0 and 1; depending on the application [40,41], α can be also adaptive
if required. For this application, α is randomly selected with uniform probability
distribution between 0 and 1.

• Parametric—Arithmetic Crossover: Let Cr
l (x) be the chromosome corresponding to

the lth position in the population during the rth generation: l = 1...Nind, and let Cr
l (x)

and Cr
k(x) be two individuals selected from the population as parents: k 6= l. The

arithmetic crossover produces the following offspring: Or
l (x) and Or

k(x) [39].

Or
l (x) = α Cr

l (x) + (1− α)Cr
k(x) (14)

Or
k(x) = αCr

k(x) + (1− α)Cr
l (x) (15)

where Cl(r) and Ck(r) are defined as in Equation (11), and α is a random number with
a uniform probability distribution between 0 and 1.

• Parametric Average/Intermediate Crossover: Let Cr
l (x) be the chromosome corre-

sponding to the lth position in the population during the rth generation: l = 1...Nind,
and let Cr

l (x) and Cr
k(x) be two individuals selected from the population as parents:

k 6= l. The average crossover produces the following offspring Or
lk(x) :

Or
lk(x) =

Cr
l (x) + Cr

k(x)
2

(16)

where Cr
l (x) and Cr

k(x) are defined as in Equation (11). This crossover generates only
one child per operation.

• Structural Segmented Crossover: It is a multipoint segmentation where the numbers
of the points p = 1 . . . n−1 are variables, randomly selected, given by a segmentation
probability [38]. Let Cr

l (x) be the chromosome corresponding to the lth position in
the population during the rth generation: l = 1...Nind, and let Cr

l (x) and Cr
k(x) be two

individuals selected from the population as parents: k 6= l. The segmented crossover is
then performed as a combination of the parents at the crossover points, producing the
offspring Or

l (x) and Or
k(x). Figure 11 illustrates the p = 1 point segmented crossover.

• Structural Uniform Crossover: A uniform crossover selects the two parents Cr
l (x) and

Cr
k(x) for the crossover at each generation r. It generates two offspring: Or

l (x) and
Or

k(x) of n genes selected from both parents uniformly. Indexes l and k are positions
in the r population, k 6= l, with size Nind. Gene selection is driven by a random real
number, between 0 and 1, with uniform probability distribution determining whether
the first child selects the ith gen from the first or second parent [41]. The second child
can be generated using the same process. Alternative solutions may also be applied to
the second child, maintaining a uniform selection. For this specific application, the
alternative solution applied to generate the second child was mirroring the parent
genes not selected for the first child. Let Cr

l (x) and Cr
k(x) be two individuals selected

from the population as parents: k 6= l. The structural uniform crossover produces
the offspring Or

l (x) and Or
k(x), where Or

l (x) is produced using a random uniform
probability distribution to decide the selection of the parent genes, and the second
child Or

k(x) may be generated using the same random process or, alternatively, using
the opposite selection with respect to the first child ¬Or

l (x), as illustrated in Figure 12,
where ¬Or

l (x) contains the gens not selected for Or
l (x). Then, Or

k(x) = ¬Or
l (x).

• Crossover Rate: The crossover rate or crossover probability defines the number of
times a crossover operation occurs for chromosomes in one generation. The crossover
rate is defined as a real number between 0 and 1. Different selection approaches can
be applied depending on the application; they can be random, fixed, or adaptive.
The authors of [42] presented a review on this topic including a dynamic approach.
Adaptive and deterministic control methods for the crossover rate were also presented
in [39]. For this application, the crossover rate was fixed set to 1 in order to maximize
the number of solutions to be processed further within the EA without having the
need to increase the population size prior to the crossing step. More details about
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the combined process within the proposed EA in this paper are documented in
Sections 2.7.10 and 3.

Figure 11. Segmented crossover with p = 1.

Figure 12. Example of the structural uniform crossover, mirroring ¬Or
l (x) for the second child

Mutation

A mutation is a variation operator that emulates the evolutionary process of changing
the genetic structure of a species to be able to adapt and to maintain diversity [38]. It is
equivalent to a biological mutation. A mutation is performed by modifying one or more
genes values in a chromosome from its initial state. The following mutation operators used
mainly within evolution strategies were considered for evaluation:

• Boundary Mutation: This mutation operator replaces the genome with either a lower
or upper bound randomly [39]. An alternative option, and the one used in this paper,
is to replace the genome-containing values outside of the feasible domain boundaries
with a random number uniformly distributed within the boundaries [L-U], where L is
the lower boundary value and U is the upper boundary value. This is very useful for
constrained optimization. Both approaches can be used for integer and float genes.

• Normal Mutation: A normal distribution disturbance N
(
µ, σ2) is performed on one

or more genes of a chromosome, where µ is the mean and σ the standard deviation.
The normal distribution disturbance with µ = 0 can be written as σN(0, 1) [39]. The
standard deviation σ can be fixed, random, or adaptive. The authors of [39] presented
a review on normal mutation control parameters. Let Cr

l (x) be the chromosome corre-
sponding to the lth position in the population during the rth generation: l = 1...Nind,
where each gen is defined as per Equation (11).
The mutant C̃r

l (x) generated from Cr
l (x) using a normal mutation can be written

as follows:
C̃r

l (x) = Cr
l (x) + σN(0, 1) (17)

• Gradient Mutation: The gradient mutation is performed on one or more genes for
a chromosome along a weighted gradient direction of the fitness function based on
the algorithm originally proposed by [43] for nonlinear programming problems and
adapted to be part of an evolutionary algorithm for linear systems identification in [21].
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This mutation is oriented to maximize the fitness function f(x) using penalty functions
of the type g(x) ≤ 0 as constraints to penalize solutions out of the feasible domain,
where x represents an individual of the population in the original algorithm. As the
number of generations increases, the individuals/solutions with less fitness function
value, as well as the nonfeasible solutions, will die gradually, and the fitness function
is expected to reach the optimum or near-optimum value. A convergence analysis of
this algorithm was presented in [43].
To be consistent with the nomenclature defined for this application, as per Equation (11),
let Cr

l (x) be an individual/chromosome corresponding to the lth position in the
population, during the rth generation: l = 1...Nind, where each gen is defined as per
Equation (11). Let f(Cr

l (x)) and g(Cr
l (x)) be the fitness function and penalty function,

respectively; then, the total gradient direction d
(
Cr

l (x)
)

is defined as:

d(Cr
l (x) ) = ∆ f (Cr

l (x) )−
S

∑
s=1

ρs∆gs(Cr
l (x)) (18)

Given the nature and complexity of this application, the gradient directions for f(Cr
l (x))

and g(Cr
l (x)) are calculated as finite differences of the fitness and penalty functions

between the two consecutive generations and, therefore, defined as ∆ f
(
Cr

l (x)
)

and
∆gs

(
Cr

l (x)
)
, respectively, where S is the total number of penalty functions or con-

straints associated with the problem, and ρs are penalty function multipliers acting as
the weights of the gradient direction, given by

ρs =

{
0 gs ≤ 0
δs gs > 0

(19)

δs =
1

gmax
(
Cr

l (x)
)
− gs

(
Cr

l (x)
)
+ δ

(20)

gmax(x) = Max{gs(x), s = 1 . . . S} (21)

where δ will be a very small positive number.
The mutant C̃r

l (x), generated from Cr
l (x), along the weighted gradient direction

d
(
Cr

l (x)
)
, can be defined as:

C̃r
l (x) = Cr

l (x) + β d(Cr
l (x)) (22)

For the original algorithm presented in [43], β is a step length of the Erlang distribution
random number with declining means generated by a random number generator. For
the Systems Identification application presented in [21], β is a very small number
compared to the order of magnitude associated with the individual gens adjusted to
suit the specific applications. For the optimization problem presented in this paper,
the gradient mutation was applied, tailoring a parameter control strategy to suit this
problem statement. The application-specific details are described in the following
subsections.

• Application Specific Gradient Mutation Penalization Functions:
The following penalization functions were defined for this application:

g1 = Max(Cr
l (x))−m ≤ 0 (23)

where m is the maximum number of feasible subsea gate box (SGB)/decentralized
process module configuration cases, as defined in Equation (11).

g2 = −Min(Cr
l (x)) ≤ 0 (24)
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The above Equations (23) and (24) penalize solutions outside the feasible domain,
having chromosome values greater than m or the negative.
For this application and encoding, there is a risk of obtaining repeated solutions that
have been evaluated and discarded; this can add unnecessary computational time
within the EA, as well as additional IPM model simulation time, processing repeated
solutions. In order to reduce this risk and maximize the exploration and diversity, all
previous solutions that have been subjected to an evaluation in the previous (r−1)th
generations are registered in an ancestors matrix: Ar−1. Then, a third penalization
function is defined as g3 ≤ 0, where

g3 =

{
1 Cr

l (x) ∈ Ar−1

0 otherwise
(25)

See more details regarding the ancestors matrix in Section 2.7.5.

• Application Specific Gradient Mutation Parameters Control: After the preliminary
analysis and evaluation of gradient directions and penalization functions profiles, the
need for defining the δ and β parameters became apparent to control the order of
magnitude of g(Cr

l (x)) and the weighted gradient direction contributions β d
(
Cr

l (x)
)

with a different strategy, as originally defined in [21,43]. The parameters’ control for
this application is dependent on the nature of the crossover operator used before
mutation. Various scaling and normalization methods for the fitness and penalization
functions were tested before to solve this issue without success; therefore, it was de-
cided to define these parameters dynamically or statically, depending on the crossover
operator being used. A heuristic crossover, for example, may generate solutions out
of the feasible domain, and therefore, it may produce large values of the penalization
functions g(Cr

l (x)) during the first generation. Very small values of δ below 0.1 may
produce large penalization multipliers and, therefore, large, weighted variations in
the mutation, reducing the performance of the gradient contribution. For the rest of
the crossover operators listed in this section, this does not occur. Therefore, when
using a heuristic crossover operator before gradient mutation, selecting values of δ
between 0.1 and 0.5 is appropriate for this application.
On the other hand, when using the structural uniform crossover, no solutions outside
the feasible domain are generated, and therefore, g3 will be the only penalization
function that can be activated. For this case, calculating δ is proposed based on the
inverse average gradient direction of the fitness function for all individuals in the
population at each rth generation as follows:

δ =
1

2 ∗mean
(
∆ f
(
Cr

l (x)
))

+ 1
=

Nind

2 ∗∑Nind
l=1 ∆ f

(
Cr

l (x)
)
+ Nind

(26)

where Nind is the total number of individuals, as defined in Section 2.7.2. This allows
controlling the magnitude order of the weighted gradient direction d

(
Cr

l (x)
)
∀ l by

controlling the amplitude of the penalization functions based on the average fitness
function gradient direction, while keeping 0 < δ ≤ 1.
Parameter β performs better starting with small values when the gradient is large,
increasing proportionally to the generation number to avoid a vanishing gradient
contribution when the gradient decreases with the number of generations while
approaching to an optimal or near-optimal solution. The following calculations are
proposed to control β, keeping 0 < β ≤ 1:

β =

{
i

NGAR
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ NGAR

1 Otherwise
(27)
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where NGAR corresponds to the generation number when the solution is expected to
enter an attraction region where the optimum or a near-optimum is located. NGAR
≤ NGmax, where NGmax corresponds to the maximum number of generations given as
one of the termination criteria in Section 2.7.9. NGAR is a parameter that can be fixed
or adaptive. Based on all sensitivities performed, the majority of the qualifying cases
reached the attraction region at the 20th generation, on average. Therefore, NGAR = 20
was used for the associated cases, and the results are presented in Section 3.

• Mutation Rate: The mutation rate or mutation probability defines the number of times
a mutation operation occurs for chromosomes in one generation. The mutation rate
is defined as a real number between 0 and 1. Different selection approaches can be
applied depending on the application; they can be random, fixed, or adaptive. The au-
thors of [42] presented a review on this topic, including a dynamic approach. Adaptive
and deterministic control methods for the mutation rate were also presented in [39].
For this application, two types of mutation rates were applied: one at the population
level and one at the chromosome level. The one at the population level was tested for
some cases with a mutation rate of 0.5, where the mutants were selected from the total,
including only the offspring coming from the crossover process before the mutation.
The mutation rate at the chromosome level is defined with two different random
parameters, one determining the number of genes to be mutated and the second to
determine the positions of the gens where the mutation will occur. The mutation rate
can then be applied to the whole chromosome or to a part of it, depending on the
parameter values. The parameters are chosen with a uniform probability distribution.

2.7.4. Filtration

This is an application-specific operator introduced for this work to avoid the re-evaluation
of repeated solutions already evaluated in previous generations that may result from crossover
or mutation operations. This filter is only applied to individuals produced as a result of
the variation operators and not to the original population in the current generation. The
objective is to avoid the IPM evaluating repeated solutions. It also allows that ancestors
that may be fitter than the offspring or mutants produced during the current generation
can survive to continue contributing with their genetic information in future generations.

Let Ar−1 be an ancestor matrix that registers all solutions that were the subject of the
evaluation process until the previous (r− 1)th generations. The filter will then determine
the new solutions that qualify to be evaluated at the current generation r to be potential
ancestors in the next generation:

Fr =
{
(Cxr ∪Mr) /∈ Ar−1

}
(28)

where Cxr and Mr are matrices containing the individuals produced as a result of the
crossover and mutation operations, respectively. NCx, NM, and NF are the number of
individuals contained in the Cxr, Mr, and Fr matrices, respectively.

2.7.5. Registration of New Individuals in the Ancestors Matrix

This is a complementary application-specific operator introduced for this work to
promote the ancestor’s diversity and avoid repeated and potentially discarded solutions to
be re-evaluated in the IPM and processed in the EA.

Let Ar−1 be an ancestors matrix that registers all solutions that were the subject of the
evaluation process during the previous (r− 1)th generations and Fr the matrix containing
the new individual results of the filter applied in the (r)th generated, as described in
Section 2.7.4. The update of the ancestors matrix for the (r)th generation is performed by
registering the new individuals not previously registered.

Ar =
{

Ar−1 ∪ Fr
}
∀ r > 1 (29)
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For the first generation, the initial population C1 will be directly registered in the
ancestor matrix:

A1 =
{

C1
}

(30)

2.7.6. Evaluation

The actual evaluation process of the new individuals is performed as follows:

• Decoding of the chromosome structures into decentralized processing module config-
urations for the field.

• Reconfiguration of the superstructure integrated into the IPM with the decoded
configuration from the EA.

• Run the IPM with the decoded configurations for the expected field life.
• Calculate the fitness function value based on the production potential obtained from

the IPM, the development cost CAPEX, and the expected OPEX associated with the
decoded configuration, as documented in Section 2.5.1.

• Transfer the fitness function value to the EA to continue the selection and ranking pro-
cess, as documented in Sections 2.7.7 and 2.7.8 as well as illustrated in Section 2.7.10.

2.7.7. Selection

Selection processes are mechanisms used for different purposes within an EA in
order to:

• Conform the number of individuals or parents that will participate in the reproduc-
tion process.

• Control the population management, survivor’s selection, individual’s elimination,
and/or replacement.

• Select the best individuals that satisfy the objectives to an optimization problem.

Selection mechanisms are important to support the EA reaching an optimal solution,
as they grant fitter individuals a higher opportunity of propagating their high-quality
genes [39]; however, the identification of an ideal selection mechanism is not always
straightforward. There are multiple selection mechanisms documented in the literature
varying from traditional methods to specific applications. Reviews of some of these
mechanisms can be found in [38,39]. For this application, two simple rank-based selection
methods are applied:

• Direct fitness rank-based selection: This method sorts the individuals from the highest
to the lowest fitness values. This ranking is used to:

- manage the population size by selecting the number of fittest individuals to
continue to the next generation.

- monitor and select the best individuals that satisfy the optimization objectives to
control the termination criteria.

- prioritize the set of parents that will be crossed based on their fitness values. This
method may prematurely accelerate the convergence of the algorithm to a local
attraction region.

• Direct fitness + gradient rank – based selection: This method sorts the individuals
from the highest to the lowest fitness + gradient values. This is only used as an
option to prioritize the set of parents that will be crossed based on their combined
fitness + gradient values when the gradient mutation is used. This selection method
was introduced for this specific application to avoid premature convergence of the
algorithm to a suboptimal attraction region and keep the gradient energy, as well
as continue exploring the solutions space as long as possible. This mechanism may
deaccelerate the convergence speed but may increase the exploration capabilities and
discovery of new solutions.
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2.7.8. Replacement

Replacement mechanisms are normally used to keep the population size constant,
which is the case applied in this paper. There are several replacement mechanisms reported
in the literature. A review of some of these methods can be found in [38,39].

The method used in this paper can be defined as direct fitness ranked and inclusion-
based replacement. This method includes the Nind individuals contained in the original
population matrix Cr for a given generation r and the new NF individuals resulting from
the filtration process contained in the matrix Fr, as described in Section 2.7.4.

The total of the individuals NT = Nind + NF ∀ NF > 0 is subjected to a direct fitness
ranked-based selection process, as defined in Section 2.7.7. After the ranking is performed,
the best new Nind individuals are selected from the total NT for continuing to the next
generation. The rest of the individuals are eliminated to keep the population size constant.

Cr+1 = {Nind Individuals with Max (Fitness Function) f rom {Cr ∪ Fr}} ∀ r ≥ 1 (31)

This replacement process guarantees the survival of any ancestor in the Cr fittest than
the new individuals in Fr.

2.7.9. Termination/Stop Criteria

There are different categories of stop criteria often used within EA. Some of them are
documented in [39]. For this application, the stop criteria will be activated if a maximum
number of generations NGmax is reached or if the fittest quarter of the population has not
evolved during the last 5 generations. For this application, NGmax = 50 proved to be enough
as the maximum number of generations. The results and analysis details are documented
in Section 3.

2.7.10. Proposed Evolutionary Algorithm Flow Diagram

For the test set-up to support the evaluation for this study, the variation operators
described in the previous sections were combined and tested, as illustrated in Figure 13.
Two mutation mechanisms in a series were proposed. The first can be either a normal
mutation or gradient mutation followed by a boundary mutation mechanism. More details
on the test set-up, evaluation, analysis, and results are documented in Section 3.

Figure 13. Proposed evolutionary algorithm flow diagram.
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2.8. Business Case

A preliminary study of the subsea gate box was performed in [1]. For this first stage of
the study, the authors used a simplified version of a subsea gate box that only considered
modular multiphase pumps. Thus, for a synthetic business case, the authors compared the
production profile and cumulative production for a different number of pumps installed
at different locations along the field and working according to two different operational
philosophies. The objective of the business case was to improve the production performance
of a target well within the field. Using an integrated reservoir-network model, [1] showed
the possibility to increase production with the modular concept of the subsea gate box by
24% for the target well and 6% for the entire field respective to the central boosting station.

For the present work, the same synthetic field considered in [1] was used, but extend
the numbers and types of processes that can be installed within the subsea gate box. The
business case is a subsea production system that includes two oil fields: Field A and Field
B. Field A is considered the main field, while Field B is a remote field located far away from
the main topside facility. Each field contains three satellite wells connected to a common
manifold at each field (Manifold A and Manifold B, respectively). The two manifolds are
connected in a series, and the total production of the two fields is conveyed through a
single S-riser towards the topside facility. The receiving separator is 30 bar, while the initial
reservoir pressure is about 360 bara in Field A and 276.8 bara in Field B [1].

The business case from [1] was simplified to facilitate the performance evaluation of
the EA implemented in the methodology. Therefore, the production constraints and internal
optimizations of the IPM were disabled. Furthermore, the process unit settings were kept
constant throughout the production period regardless of the theoretic performance of the
typical equipment.

The concept screening for this business case considers the potential application of
the subsea gate box concept for improving the performance and production of the field.
The objective of this exercise is to outline the best scenario that maximizes the revenues
of the project. The final scenario is defined by the number of SGB required, their internal
configuration, and the geographical location of each SGB.

For the business case proposed, there are six possible geographical locations to install
a SGB, as is shown in Figure 14. Furthermore, the SGB internal configuration considers six
possible processing units: multiphase boosting, gas–liquid separation, oil–water separation,
oil boosting, water boosting, and gas compression. For these six types of processes, there
are 33 possible configurations for a given SGB. Combining all possibilities of the SGB
number and configuration located at any combination of all suitable geographical locations,
the search domain is about 1.5 × 109 possible scenarios.

Figure 14. Oil field business case.
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3. Results
3.1. Field Concept Selection for the Business Case

After executing the methodology proposed in Figure 3, the outcome of the algorithm
will offer the near-optimal scenario for the field architecture provided and the operating
conditions stated within the IPM model. The scope of the solution is to provide the
arrangement of the decentralized processing systems that enable the highest economic
value of the project according to the economic parameters established.

The expected solution contains information on the principal design parameters stated
in Section 2.1. The characteristics of a given individual are given by its genotype (the
chromosome) and its phenotype (number of boxes, locations, and configuration). Figure 15
shows the solution for the business case presented in Section 2.8. The solution is given
by the chromosome of the best individual at the last generation, which is decoded using
the configuration matrix to define the corresponding arrangement of the SGB. Figure 16
corresponds to the final configuration of the SGBs after decoding the chromosome in
the IPM.

Figure 15. Business Case Solution.

Figure 16. Selected scenario.

The final solution suggests the installation of three boxes at locations L1, L3, and L4.
Both the SGBs in L1 and L3 require a gas–liquid separator followed by a liquid booster,
while the SGB in L4 requires a three-phase separator. The proposed field architecture gives
a fitness value of 714.5 mill USD. The final fitness value is transduced as a differential NPV
with respect to the original project profit. This means that positive fitness values represent
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an increase and negative fitness values represent a reduction with respect to the original
project profit introduced by the required modifications to the field of architecture based on
the EA results. The solution for the business case is summarized in Table 6 according to the
problem specification parameters provided in Section 2.1

Table 6. Solution to the problem specification.

Design Parameters Solution

Number of simultaneous SGB within the field 3 SGB
Location of the SGB within the field L1 L3 L4

Number of process modules in a SGB 2 2 1

Process train sequence in a SGB 1. Gas–Liquid separator
2. Liquid booster

1. Gas–Liquid separator
2. Liquid booster 1. Three-phase separator

The solution was achieved after about 1162 evaluations and around 28 iterations (or
generations). Figure 17 shows the evolution of the fitness function throughout the different
generations, while Figure 18 compares the characteristics of the individuals of the initial
population (original generation) with the final generation. From Figure 17, the capacity
of the algorithm to evolve from an initial random configuration towards an optimal or
near-optimal fitness value is visible. The entire population evolves, and all individuals
change during the evolution process. The mean value by generation expresses how the
average of the fitness function changes along the generation axis. The variation is sharp
at the beginning of the evolution process, and it becomes flatter after a few generations
when the differences among the individuals are very small. The final solution is given by
the evolution of the best individual across all the generations. The algorithm shows the
capability to find several individuals with higher fitness values than the original population.
Furthermore, the capability of the algorithm is not limited to a positive fitness value as an
initial condition for a given individual; the evolution is also evident for the worst individual
of the generation, where a negative fitness value is also able to evolve towards a much
higher fitness value.

Figure 17. Example of the evolution of the fitness function.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the initial generation (a) vs. the last generation (b).

A sensitivity analysis of the different parameters was carried out, aiming to evaluate
the algorithm performance. After running all sensitivity cases, it was possible to evaluate
about 70,951 configuration scenarios out of the total domain with 1.5 × 109 possibilities.
The higher fitness value registered during the sensitivity analysis was about 714.5 mill
USD. Given the metaheuristic nature of this algorithm, it is not possible, at this stage,
to demonstrate formally that the best-achieved solution represents the global optimum.
Therefore, the best-known fitness value (BKV) can be considered a near-optimum solution.

3.2. Evolutionary Algorithm Performance

The following section presents the evaluation of the EA performance as a support tool
for the concept screening and optimization of the field architecture when decentralized
subsea processing solutions are considered. The analysis was divided into three stages:
performance of the variation operators, the impact of the initial population (initial condi-
tions), and repeatability of the results. Throughout the analysis, the cases evaluated were
identified following the codification system shown in Table 7, which are according to the
sensitivity variables defined for each type of analysis. The sensitivity variables correspond
to the parameters of the EA that were considered during the algorithm design for this
application, which included the population size, the formulation of the variation operators
(both crossover and mutation), the parent selection method, and the different levels of the
mutation rate (chromosome level and population level). Each combination of the sensitivity
variables of Table 7 conforms a case analysis that is identified by a tag of 12 characters
given by the codification assigned at each sensitivity variable, as shown in Figure 19.

The final evaluation and comparison among the different cases is performed based on
the key performance indicators (KPI) defined to rank the different EA solutions obtained,
as shown in the evaluation matrix presented in Table 8. Each indicator in Table 8 is
normalized in terms of the maximum and minimum values of the parameters evaluated.
Then, a weighting percentage is assigned to calculate the final score of the ranking criterion.
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Table 7. Sensitivity settings and case analysis definition.

Sensitivity Variable Variable Value Codification

Population size Population size (P) given by XX and
population group (R) given by Y PXXRY

Crossover type

Parametric Average/Intermediate PI
Structural Segmented SS
Parametric—Heuristic PH

Parametric—Arithmetic PA
Structural Uniform random SR

Structural Uniform SU

Parent Selection Method
Direct fitness rank-based 1

Direct fitness + gradient rank based 2

Mutation type Gradient +Boundary G
Normal +Boundary N

Mutation Parameters
Normal (µ, σ), Gradient (δ, β)

σ = 1, µ = 0 2
σ = U (1–9), µ = 0 3
σ = U (1–5), µ = 0 4

Random: δ U (0.01–0.1); β U (0.1–1) 5
Calculated δ Equation (26) β Equation (27) 6
Random: δ = U (0.1–0.5); β Equation (27) 7

Chromosome Mutation Rate
100% 0

Random U (0–1) 1

Population Mutation Rate Mutation over children 1
Mutation over parents and children 2

where the U (range) corresponds to a uniform probability distribution in the defined range.

Figure 19. Example of the case analysis identification tag.

Table 8. Weighted evaluation matrix.

Criteria Weighting

Value of the best individual (BI) 35%
Inverse of the number of evaluations performed before finding

the best individual (1/N. Eval BI) 25%

Effectiveness (Eff) 25%
Fitness Change of the best individual (FC) 5%

Survival rate (SR) 4%
Evaluation rate (ER) 3%

Inverse of Total Number of Evaluations (1/TE) 3%
Total 100%

Where:

1. Fitness value of the best individual.
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This is given by the highest value of the fitness functions for all generations. The
higher the value, the higher the score in the ranking.

Since it is not possible to assure whether the BKV is indeed the global optimum
solution, the rest of the analysis will be carried out considering an attraction region where
the optimum or near-optimum is located. The region of attraction is defined as a region
with one standard deviation of the BKV. The minimum value of this indicator is the lower
limit of the attraction region as shown in Equation (32); therefore, cases that do not reach
the attraction region register a negative score for this indicator. For the business case used
as the example for this work, the lower limit of the attraction region is 694.6 mill USD.

FN(BI) =
x− 694.6

max(X)− 694.6
(32)

where FN(BI) is the normalization of the fitness value for the best individual (BI), x is the
fitness value of the best individual at the end of the simulation, and X is the vector of x of
all cases evaluated for a given population.

2. Inverse of the number of evaluations performed before finding the best individual.

This indicates how many individuals were evaluated before finding the best individual.
This parameter is a measure of how fast the algorithm converges on the best solution;
therefore, the lower the number of evaluations, the higher the score in the ranking.

3. Evaluation rate.

The total number of evaluations may differ for each operator, either because of the
random nature of the variables within the operator itself or due to the type of operation
being used. In any case, there is a possibility to have individuals already evaluated in
previous generations after the mutation and before the filter. Therefore, the total number of
new individuals is reduced during the filtration process before proceeding to the evaluation
stage. This performance indicator allows tracking how effective the operators are at
producing new valid solutions that satisfy the boundary conditions. The evaluation rate is
calculated following Equation (33). For this indicator, the higher the value, the higher the
score in the ranking.

Evaluation rate =
Total Actual Evaluations

Total Theoretical Evaluations
∗ 100 (33)

where the Total Theoretical Evaluations are the total new individuals, while the Total Actual
Evaluations are the new individuals that satisfy the constraint criteria after the filtration
process.

4. Survival rate.

This indicator measures the ratio of the number of new individuals that survive at
least one generation with respect to the actual number of evaluations. The new individuals
for a given generation are defined as the individuals created by the crossover and mutation
operator. The term “survival” refers to those new individuals that “survive” the selection
stage to become the parents for the next generation.

Depending on the mutation rates and the constraint conditions, the total number of
evaluations can vary for each operator, as mentioned in point 3. For the first generations,
it is easier to find new individuals that satisfy the constraint conditions, evolving rela-
tively fast. Nevertheless, after some generations, it becomes more difficult to create new
individuals that both satisfy the constraint conditions and that are better qualified than
their ancestors. As the survival rate declines, the population diversity decreases, and the
evolution slows down until the generation reaches the stop criteria. For this indicator, the
higher the value, the higher the ranking.

Survival rate =
Total Survivors

Total Actual Evaluations
∗ 100 (34)
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5. Effectiveness.

It is the measure of how many good individuals are generated by the operators and
the set of parameters applied. It is estimated by Equation (35), where TihtB0 is determined
by calculating the number of survivors (from the previous indicator) with a fitness value
higher than the best individual of the initial conditions.

Although the whole generation (on average) might evolve toward higher fitness
values, it is the individual with the highest fitness value that has the potential to converge
on the optimal solution. The survival rate is an indicator of how efficient the exploration
process is. The effectiveness, on the other hand, is a measure of the quality of those
survivors. For this indicator, the higher the value, the higher the ranking.

Effectiveness =
TihtB0

Total Survivors
∗ 100 (35)

where
TihtB0: Total indv higher than best individual in G0
G0: Initial Population

6. Fitness Change (FC).

This indicator is designed to measure the evolution energy in terms of the fitness value
changes of the best individual in the population per generation, as shown in Equation (36).
The indicator reflects the average change of the best individual per generation. For this
indicator, the higher the value, the higher the ranking.

FC =
f (Cr=Ngen

l=1 )− f
(
Cr=0

l=1

)
Ngen

(36)

where f
(
Cr

l
)

is the fitness value of the individual “l” at the generation “r”, and where l = 1
is the best individual of the populations, with the highest fitness value. This position is
assigned after the fittest selection process for each generation.

7. Inverse of the Total Number of Evaluations.

The indicator takes into consideration the total number of evaluations at the end of
the study. The best performance is given by a balance between satisfying the previous indi-
cators and performing the fewest evaluations as possible. The objective of this parameter
is to include a penalization for performing too many evaluations, which is necessary when
comparing cases with different population sizes or cases with similar performances. For
this indicator, the lower the number of evaluations, the higher the ranking. Therefore, the
indicator is the inverse of the number of evaluations (1/TE).

3.2.1. Analysis I: Performance of the Variation Operators

The objective is to identify the most suitable combination of crossover and muta-
tion operators to obtain the best evolution of the initial population towards the optimal
or near-optimal solution. For this first analysis, an initial population of 20 individuals
(P20R0) is created randomly with a uniform probability distribution, and it remains con-
stant throughout the analysis to evaluate the capabilities of each case for the same initial
condition. The analysis is divided into three subsections, as summarized in Table 9. Section
1 groups different formulations of the parametric crossover while keeping constant the
type of mutation operator. Likewise, section II compares the performances of all types of
the structural crossover while keeping constant the type of mutation operator. The final
section (section III) collects the relevant cases observed in sections I and II and changes the
type of mutation operator.

Figure 20 shows a summary of the diverse performance indicators for different varia-
tions of the parametric crossover. The parametric arithmetic crossover (P20R0 PA 1N202)
showed the best performance within the cases evaluated. For such a combination of
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crossover and mutation operators, the algorithm was able to find at least 14 individuals
with better characteristics than the initial condition with an effectiveness of about 15%
(comparing with 1.5% and 4.6% of the parametric average and parametric heuristic, respec-
tively). Nevertheless, the value of the fitness function did not reach the best-known value
(BKV = 714.5 mill USD) and laid outside the attraction region.

Table 9. Summary of the cases evaluated within analysis I.

Section/Case Variable Parameters Constant Parameters Case Tag

Section 1 Parametric crossover type Boundary + Normal
mutation type

P20R0 PI1N202
P20R0 PH1N201
P20R0 PH1N202
P20R0 PA1N202
P20R0 PA1N302

Section 2 Structural crossover type Boundary + Normal
mutation type

P20R0 SS1N202
P20R0 SR1N202
P20R0 SU1N402
P20R0 SU1N302
P20R0 SU1N202
P20R0 SU1N312

Section 3 Boundary + Gradient
mutation type

Best Crossover from
Section 1 and 2

P20R0 PA1G611
P20R0 PH1G501
P20R0 PA1G612
P20R0 PH1G701
P20R0 PH2G701
P20R0 PH2G702
P20R0 SU1G612
P20R0 SU2G611
P20R0 SU2G612
P20R0 SU1G601
P20R0 SU1G611

An additional adjustment to the normal mutation operator (case P20R0 PA 1N302)
improves the overall performance of case P20R0 PA 1N202 by 92%, according to the
performance indicators. It was found that such an operator performs better if the standard
deviation is selected randomly within a range between one and nine instead of keeping a
fixed value of σ. Thus, the normal operator in Equation (37) is defined by Equation (38)
for the case P20R0 PA 1N202 and by Equation (39) for the case P20R0 PA 1N302. The
modification allowed reached the defined attraction region with an effectiveness of 34%.

σN
(

0, σ2
)

(37)

σ = 1 (38)

σ = U[1− 9] (39)

Furthermore, when comparing cases for the parametric heuristic types P20R0 PH1N201
and P20R0 PH1N202, it was observed that the performance improves by allowing a full
mutation for both the children and the parents (P20R0 PH1N202) and not only for the
children (partial mutation) (P20R0 PH1N201). The total number of evaluations did not
increase significantly, while the effectiveness indicator improved by about 80%.

The parametric average crossover showed the poorest performance (P20R0 PI1N202)
and, therefore, was not considered for further analysis.

Figure 21 shows the results of the different approaches tested for the structural type
of crossover. The structural uniform crossover presented the best performance within
its category. Two approaches of the structural uniform crossover were tested. The first
approach (case P20R0 SR1N202) consisted of creating two random independent offspring
for each couple of parents. The second approach (cases P20R0 SUxNxxx) creates the first
offspring by randomly selecting the alleles either from parent one or two and then generates
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the second offspring with the opposite selection, as shown in Figure 12 and Section 2.7.3
“Mutation”. The latest approach showed a better overall performance.

Figure 20. Summary of the performance indicators for analysis I, Section 1. (a) shows variables of KPI 3,4 and 5 in bar chart,
KPI 1 and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the ranking score based on Table 8.

Figure 21. Summary of the performance indicators for analysis I, Section 2. (a) shows variables of KPI 3,4 and 5 in bar chart,
KPI 1 and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the ranking score based on Table 8.
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The adjustment to the normal mutation operator implemented by Equation (39) in
the previous section did not improve the performance of the algorithm as it was observed
for the parametric crossover. Nevertheless, it was observed that this type of crossover
method improves the overall performance by enabling a local mutation rate (at the chro-
mosome level).

When comparing structural vs. parametric crossovers (P20R0 PA1N302 and P20R0
SU1N312, both combined with the boundary and normal mutations), there is not a sig-
nificant difference in the overall performance of the algorithm, although the performance
indicators showed some slight differences. The parametric crossover tended to reach the
solution faster than the structural and presented a higher evaluation rate. The structural
crossover, on the other hand, presented a higher effectiveness and survival rate. In terms
of the outcome, both reached the same solution within the attraction region (709.185Mill
USD), and any of them reached the best-known value.

The third section of the analysis consisted of testing the impact of the type of mutation.
Thus, the normal mutation operator was replaced by the gradient type of mutation for the
most relevant cases of sections 1 and 2 in Table 9. Figure 22 shows the performances of the
different cases evaluated for this section.

Figure 22. Summary of the performance indicators for analysis I, Section 3. (a) shows variables of KPI 3,4 and 5 in bar chart,
KPI 1 and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the ranking score based on Table 8.

Most of the parametric types of crossovers presented poor performances in compari-
son with the structural uniform. The parametric–arithmetic reduced its performance score
significantly when compared with the performance obtained in section 1-Table 9. In con-
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trast, the parametric heuristic showed a slight improvement with respect section 1-Table 9
but still fell short with respect to the cases based on the structural uniform crossover.

The performance of the structural crossover improved significantly with respect to
section 2-Table 9, achieving the higher score of the performance indicators and finding,
in most of the cases, the best-know value of the solution. The different cases evaluated
in this category allowed the testing of diverse strategies in terms of the parent selection
mechanism (direct-fitness-rank-based or direct-fitness-plus-gradient-rank-based) and the
different forms of mutation rates (population or chromosome level).

Regarding the parent selection mechanism, overall, both strategies showed similar
performances. The direct-fitness-rank overcomes the direct-fitness-plus-gradient-rank in
terms of convergence speed (measured by the performance indicator N. Eval. BI), but it
might produce premature convergence to a local optimum and loose search energy; this is
because the gradient vanishes as the number of generations increases. The direct-fitness-
plus-gradient-rank-based selection, on the other hand, may deaccelerate the convergence
speed while trying to keep the gradient energy in order to support the evolution to an
optimal or near-optimal solution.

Concerning the different mutation rates. The mutation at the chromosome level
improved slightly the effectiveness indicator. Likewise, the 100% mutation rate at the
population level improved the performance of the cases based on the parametric crossover.
However, no significant differences were observed for cases applying a structural uniform
crossover. For cases combining the structural uniform crossover with gradient mutation,
there was no improvement when comparing a 100% mutation rate and partial mutation.
Nevertheless, the increment on the number of evaluations reduced the ranking score of the
cases with a 100% mutation rate.

The final solution for the most relevant cases of analysis 1 is shown in Figure 23. The
structural uniform crossover with the normal mutation gives the fastest evolution (P20R0
SU1N312). The same crossover, but combined with a gradient mutation (P20R0 SU1G611),
slows down the evolution speed, but it reaches better fitness values and survives for
more generations.

Figure 23. Comparison of the most relevant cases of analysis I.

3.2.2. Analysis II: Initial Population Influences

The objective is to define the minimum size of the initial population and the population
quality that gives an adequate evolution of the population within a reasonable number of
iterations and evaluations.
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The evolution performance is highly related to the initial population. For this analysis,
a qualitative evaluation of four different initial populations with the same number of
individuals was carried out. Thereafter, a sensitivity analysis changing the population
size but keeping the initial best individual(s) for larger/extended initial populations sizes
was performed. Table 10 indicates how the different populations were generated and their
corresponding best individuals.

Table 10. Sensitivity analysis on the initial population.

Codification Description Initial Best Individual
(Mill USD)

P20R0 Randomly generated population of 20 individuals 641.45
P20R1 Randomly generated population of 20 individuals 381.42

P20R2 Randomly generated population of 100 individuals
and selecting the 20 best individuals for the evolution. 638.46

P20R3 Randomly generated population of 100 individuals
and selecting the 20 best individuals for the evolution 573.17

P20R4
Randomly generated population of 100 individuals

and selecting the best individual and 19 random
individuals for the evolution

573.17

Populations P20R0, P20R1, and P20R2 were used to evaluate the impact of the initial
best individual in the algorithm performance. The results for P20R0 were presented in
analysis I, while the results for P20R1 and P20R2 are summarized in Figures 24 and 25,
respectively.

Figure 24. Summary of the performance indicators for POP20 R1. (a) shows variables of KPI 3,4 and 5 in bar chart, KPI 1
and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the ranking score based on Table 8.
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Figure 25. Summary of the performance indicators for POP20 R2. (a) shows variables of KPI 3,4 and 5 in bar chart, KPI 1
and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the ranking score based on Table 8.

The population starting with a low best individual (P20R1) performed poorly when
compared with the overall performance of the other two populations. The combination
of the structural type of crossover and gradient mutation with a partial mutation rate
reached the attraction region, but they did not converge on the best-known value. On the
contrary, cases with the same combination of operators but allowing a mutation in both
parents and children did not converge on any solution within the attraction region. For
this initial condition, the only case able to reach the best-known value was the algorithm
that combined the structural type of crossover with a normal mutation in the children and
parents (case P20R1SUN312).

An alternative to increasing the probability of obtaining a good initial condition is to
apply an extended pre-initialization of the individuals. This extended pre-initialization
consists of generating and evaluating a relatively large random population (e.g., 100
individuals) and then selecting the best individuals according to the desired population
size. POP 20R2 and POP 20R3 were generated using this extended pre-initialization, and
for both cases, the initial fitness value improved significantly with respect to the POP20 R1.

Figure 25 presents the results for POP20R2. The performance of the algorithm for the
different cases showed a similar tendency than that observed with POP 20R0, where the
combination of a structural crossover with a gradient mutation performed satisfactorily
well in comparison with the parametric crossover. For this initial condition, most of the
structural crossover cases converged towards the best-known value, except for cases P20R2
SU1G611 and P20R2 SU1N312, which converged on a very similar individual with a fitness
value equal to 714.2 mill USD. The corresponding individuals of these two solutions are
shown in Table 11. The difference between this solution and the best solution is the type of
process separator (two-phase separator vs. three-phase separator). The fitness value for
both solutions is very similar, but the uncertainty of the fitness function is very high at the
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project conceptual stage. Therefore, making a final decision about such similar concepts
might require considering additional factors and solving a multiobjective problem instead.

Table 11. Solutions found for the cases starting with POP20 R2.

Fitness Value (Mill USD) Genotype Phenotype

714.49 [11,0,11,3,0,0]
 1 0

1 0
1 0

0 5
0 5
0 4

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0


714.20 [11,0,11,1,0,0]

 1 0
1 0
1 0

0 5
0 5
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0



The effect of the population size was analyzed for POPxxR2. Three sizes of populations
were selected from the extended pre-initialization results: 40, 20, and 10 best individuals.

In terms of the algorithm performance, the 10-individuals population was good
enough to reach the best-known solutions and fulfill the performance indicators for this
initial condition satisfactorily (Figure 26). The main advantage was the possibility to reach
the best-known values with the fewest evaluations.

Figure 26. Summary of the performance indicators for the different populations sizes (POP xxR2). (a) shows variables of
KPI 3,4 and 5 in bar chart, KPI 1 and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the
ranking score based on Table 8.

A similar behavior was observed when performed a similar analysis using POPxxR3.
For this population, the initial best value was below the one for POPxxR2, and the overall
p9erformances of all the cases was deficient. Nevertheless, the 10-individual population
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still performed better than a larger population of 20 individuals in terms of the performance
indicators, as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Summary of the performance indicators comparing POP xxR3 vs. POP xxR4. (a) shows variables of KPI 3,4 and 5
in bar chart, KPI 1 and variable of KPI 7 in line chart, (b) shows KPI 3,4,5 and 6 in line chart, (c) shows the ranking score
based on Table 8.

An improvement of the results obtained from POPxxR3 was achieved with the ex-
tended pre-initialization when selecting only one best individual and keeping random
the rest of the population (POPxxR4). For this initial condition, the population with 10
individuals did not reach the attraction region and ranked last in the cases compared,
while populations larger than 20 individuals obtained better outcomes. Thus, limiting the
extended pre-initialization to only the best individual improves the performance of the
algorithm, but it might require a population of at least 20 individuals.

3.2.3. Analysis III: Repeatability of the Results

This study aimed to establish whether the performance observed in analyses I and
II are consistent and repeatable. For this analysis, two cases from the previous analyses
were repeated five times in order to estimate the effects of the random parameters on the
performance of the algorithm. The level of repeatability of the results was measured in
terms of the standard deviation of the main measured parameters: total actual evaluations,
total survivors, number of generations, TihtB0 (Total individuals higher than best individual
in generation 0), N. eval BI (number of evaluations performed before finding the best
individual), and BI (Value of the best individual). Table 12 shows the standard deviation
and the mean value of the measured variables for the two cases considered, where e is the
average percentage of the standard deviation with respect to the corresponding mean value.
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Table 12. Repeatability of the measurement variables.

P20R0 SU2G612 P20R0 SU1G612

e µ σ µ σ

Total actual evaluations (number of evaluations) 16.1% 971.80 187.02 819.00 59.79
Total survivors (number of individuals) 8.6% 124.60 10.71 118.40 2.51

TihtB0 (number of individuals) 24.0% 57.40 14.01 46.40 6.88
Ngen (number of generations) 16.1% 25.20 4.87 23.60 2.41

N. eval BI (number of evaluations) 23.0% 674.40 173.35 604.20 72.21
BI (mill USD) 0.3% 711.56 4.36 708.13 7.21

Based on Table 12, the largest deviation of the results corresponds to the counting
of the number of the total individuals higher than the best individual in the original
generation and to the number of evaluations performed before finding the best individual.
The final solution of the problem given by the best individual fitness value presented a
relatively consistent behavior with a deviation of around 0.32% of the mean value.

4. Discussion

The optimization problem is centered around maximizing the value of the project
using decentralized subsea processing modules considering a given field architecture.
The objective function is given by the fitness function represented by the NPV/economic
model, which is dependent on the field architecture configuration solution using SGB, as
documented in Section 2.5.1. The field architecture configuration solutions are encoded as
chromosomes within the EA. They evolve throughout the EA generations to maximize the
value of the fitness function, considering relevant problem constraints that are handled by
the EA operators, as documented in Section 2.7.3 “Mutation” and Section 2.7.4.

From the results presented in Section 3, the selection of the crossover operator has a
strong influence on the EA performance, but the mutation operator is the key mechanism to
achieve the best evolution of the individuals and find a proper solution. When combining
a normal mutation with the different alternatives of crossovers, both the parametric arith-
metic and the structural uniform showed similar outcomes in terms of the performance
indicators. Nevertheless, the performance of the algorithm using a normal mutation was
not consistent for all the initial conditions evaluated.

The combination of the structural type of crossover with a gradient mutation showed
a significant improvement of the performance, both in terms of the performance indicators
and the final solution of the problem. Moreover, by applying this set of variation operators,
it was possible to reach, consistently, the attraction region of the solution for the different
initial conditions evaluated.

The main advantage of the gradient mutation over the normal mutation is the capacity
of controlling and adapting the operator behavior according to the progress of the fitness
values. The additional adjustment of the gradient mutation parameters allowed improving
the algorithm in terms of convergence precision and speed. The definition of δ is a key
factor in the success of this type of mutation. A preliminary sensitivity study of δ and β

compared different alternatives to select the appropriate strategy for these parameters. Two
alternatives were evaluated: keeping constant values for all generations and generating the
parameters randomly at each generation. In this regard, finding a constant value suitable
for the fitness changes of all generations proved to be very challenging, and it significantly
affected the capacity of the algorithm to evolve towards the near-optimal solution. The
second alternative, generating the parameter randomly within a given range for each
generation, was more achievable, but it required an adaptive condition for defining the
range of the parameters. The range of both parameters must be proportional to the fitness
changes, which presents large values for the first generations and tends near zero towards
the last generations. The parameter controls given by Equations (26) and (27) were the
results of observing and analyzing the different profiles of the fitness changes throughout
the generations. During the preliminary analysis, the need for controlling the order of
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magnitude for the penalization functions and the weighted gradient direction contributions
with a different strategy became apparent, as originally defined in [21,43]. The parameter
control for this application is dependent on the nature of the crossover operator used before
a mutation; therefore, it was decided to define these parameters dynamically or statically,
depending on the crossover operator being used. A heuristic crossover, for example, may
generate solutions out of the feasible domain, and therefore, it may produce large values
of the penalization functions g(Cr

l (x)) during the first generations. Very small values of
δ below 0.1 may produce large penalization multipliers and, therefore, large, weighted
variations in the mutation, reducing the performance of the gradient contribution. For
the rest of the crossover operators listed in this section, this does not occur. Therefore,
when using a heuristic crossover operator before a gradient mutation, selecting values of δ
between 0.1 and 0.5 is appropriate for this application.

On the other hand, when using the structural uniform crossover, no solutions outside
the feasible domain are generated, and therefore, only the penalization function associated
with repeated solutions can be activated. For this case, calculating δ based on the inverse
average gradient direction of the fitness function for all individuals in the population at
each rth generation is proposed, as documented in Equation (26).

Parameter β performs better starting with small values when the gradient is large,
increasing proportionally to the generation number to avoid a vanishing gradient contribu-
tion when the gradient decreases with the number of generations while approaching an
optimal or near-optimal solution. Therefore, the adaptive strategy to control this parameter
was proposed, as documented in Equation (27).

The stop criteria were also part of this preliminary study, where different approaches
were explored for different population sizes and the maximum number of generations
(NGmax).

Another strategy to adjust the gradient mutation operators is through the parent
selection method. For this paper, two methods were tested: direct-fitness ranking and
direct-fitness-plus-gradient ranking. Both approaches showed similar results according to
the performance indicators, although the first approach tended to converge prematurely to a
local optimum solution, losing the search energy before reaching the stop criteria. For those
cases, the variation operators failed to find new offspring due to the diversity reduction
throughout the generations. This behavior was very common for cases with a population
size of 10 individuals, and it was seldom registered for a population size of 20 individuals.
On the other hand, for cases with parent selection by the direct-fitness-plus-gradient
ranking method, a gradient mutation was always capable of reproducing new individuals,
even after many generations. Thus, combining both methodologies could be an alternative
to consider in future works in order to keep the convergence speed and ensure reaching the
stop criteria. A boundary mutation was included as a complementary mutation if required
to ensure all solutions were within the feasible domain after the mutation, even though the
gradient mutation has penalization functions for unfeasible solutions.

The effect of the mutation rate at different levels of the algorithm seems to have a
minor impact on the performance of the EA. The mutation rate applied at the population
level did not perform as expected, since the performance was not consistent for the dif-
ferent populations evaluated. The mutation on the children only was more efficient than
mutating both the parents and children, probably because the algorithm reached similar
solutions while performing fewer evaluations. On the other hand, the mutation rate at the
chromosome level appeared to influence the capability of the algorithm to find the fittest
individuals. Performing a partial mutation of the chromosome improved the effectiveness
of the algorithm when compared with mutating all the genes in the chromosome. However,
a further analysis of the precision of the results (Table 12) showed low confidence in the
performance indicators related to the effectiveness and the 1/N. eval BI. Therefore, it is
difficult to state a conclusion about the improvements observed due to the chromosome
mutation rate, and further analyses should be conducted.
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The initial condition has a very strong effect on the capability of the EA to find an
optimal or near-optimal solution. Applying an extended pre-initialization for selecting the
initial population seems to be a fair trade-off between the convergence of the algorithm
and the number of evaluations. The extended pre-initialization increases the number of
evaluations prior to the first generation, and for complex IPM, this could be a critical
factor. However, it does increase the probability of placing good individuals in the initial
population and, hence, the probability of reaching an optimum or near-optimum solution
without the need for larger population sizes or a larger number of generations. The
extended pre-initialization should be used mainly to find the best individual of the initial
population and select the remaining individuals randomly from the extended pre-initialized
population to promote the initial diversity.

The impact of the population size depends also on the initial condition. For the cases
evaluated in this study, a population between 20 to 40 individuals seemed to be good
enough to find a solution within the attraction region. Evidently, as the population size
increases, both the number of generations and the evaluations per generation also increase.
Therefore, the selection of the population size should keep the balance between enabling
enough population diversity and keeping the number of evaluations to a minimum. For
this work, the stop criteria were constant for all population sizes evaluated; nevertheless,
both criteria could be reconsidered for a population of 40 or more individuals.

The total number of evaluations is an important factor to consider for this EA, since
it is the most time-consuming section of the whole procedure. The evaluation of each
individual is carried out in the IPM software, where the running time depends on the
complexity of the model and the optimization variables established within the model. For
the purpose of this work, the IPM models did not include any optimization settings, and
the average running time per individual was 76.3 s (for a single run). This running time
was reduced by using parallel computing that gives the possibility of evaluating several
individuals simultaneously. The number of parallel running depends on the size of the
cluster and the number of licenses of the IPM software available. For a case with a total
evaluation of 819 individuals, 24 generations, and 6 running individuals in parallel, the
average running time of the evaluation step in the IPM was about 6.3 h, which represented
almost 97% of the total running time of the algorithm.

The best arrangement of the EA was given by combining the structural uniform
crossover with a gradient mutation, complemented by a boundary mutation. This EA
showed a consistent performance throughout the study, and it was consistently able to
find a near-optimal solution within the attraction region when using the extended pre-
initialization to generate the initial population.

This work did not consider a sensitivity analysis of the economic parameters or an
uncertainty analysis of the results or performances at this stage of the research. The calcu-
lations on the repeatability of the results for two of the best settings in Section 3.2.3 were
reported to demonstrate the consistency of the solution obtained by the EA.

Future Works

The reservoir model is normally the most computationally time-consuming within the
IPM. In this work, a material balance approach was used. Nevertheless, the implementation
of a more robust reservoir model might increase significantly the computational time for the
overall screening and optimization processes. Different approaches can be implemented to
improve the computational time. An interesting option is to combine high-performance
parallel simulators and cloud computing, as presented in [44]. The use of “proxy models” is
an alternative approach to develop reservoir models with lower computational times. Proxy
models intend to represent the simulation model output for a given set of input parameters
by solving the mathematical or statistical functions. The authors of [45] proposed an
optimization strategy based on a proxy model built from the production potential curves,
as explained by [46]. A different alternative was given in [47], where data-driven models
were used for real-time optimization during the operation. Although data-driven models
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are addressed to optimize an operation, it might be possible to use a similar approach
for design optimization by generating synthetic data from physical models, as proposed
by [48]. Nevertheless, the proxy models approach might require a validation process to
assure the accuracy of the model approximation and simplification. For some design stages,
a higher accuracy or more flexibility within the search domain in the optimization process
may be desirable. Therefore, a hybrid approach might be a good compromise between the
accuracy and computational time.

Regarding the EA settings proposed, a similarity among the individuals within the
attraction regions might hamper the convergence towards a unique solution. Neverthe-
less, including an additional variation operator or considering hybrid approaches may
contribute to refining the final search in this region.

One of the simplifications introduced to the research work is associated with the
economic model, as documented in Section 2.5.1. The selection of the final solution will
be limited also by the uncertainty of the fitness function. Therefore, refining the economic
model while considering a sensitivity analysis on the model parameters in a real-use case
oriented to solve a multi-objective function and including an uncertainty analysis should
also be considered for future works.

Explore alternative mechanisms to minimize a premature convergence at the local
optimum and/or allow the population to emerge from the local optimum to a different
region, such as:

• Selection mechanisms for population control, considering not only the best individuals
but, also, a small number of the worst individuals, as proposed in [49]. Parent selection
is performed randomly. Larger population sizes may be required, and therefore, a
sensitivity analysis for the population size should be considered.

• Combination of Direct fitness and gradient rank-based selection methods with the
method proposed in [49]. The method documented in [49] can be activated when the
gradient vanishes.

• Multi-start mechanisms for global optimization allow the strategic sampling of the
solutions and promote diversification and construction of new solutions for the long-
term horizon, as well as balance the diversity and accelerated convergence [50–52].

• Diversity-based adaptive EA [53] not only to prevent a premature convergence to the
local optimum but also allow adaptive capabilities for dynamic problems.

The reason to center the focus of this work within the EA domain is supported by
their documented applications in similar domain areas, their capabilities to evolve and
handle large-scale automated case generation and optimization without the need for
explicit analytic models, and the flexibility provided by the different paradigms in terms
of data structures that can be used for solution encoding. In addition, there is still a high
potential for improvement of the proposed method within the EA domain considering the
future works suggested above. However, evaluations and comparisons against alternative
relevant metaheuristic optimization methods, such as particle swarm optimization [54–57]
and flower pollination [58,59], should also be considered for future works, as well as hybrid
optimization methods.

The other simplification introduced to this research work was to assume the SGB
configuration to be fixed during the field life, neglecting the performance variations of the
processing equipment due to the production profile changes over time. Therefore, it will
be relevant to include a time variable within the EA encoding to explore the evolution of
the decentralized processing system through the lifetime of the field.

5. Conclusions

Traditional field development processes involve multiple disciplines and technical
domains working in silos with their own engineering software and tools. The concept devel-
opment processes involving scenario screening are normally manual and time-consuming.
Therefore, the possible options are normally reduced to a limited number of discrete
solutions or sensitivity cases that do not necessary lead to an optimal field architecture.
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This work presented a methodology that combined evolutionary algorithms (EA)
and an integrated production modeling (IPM) approach to automate case generation,
field architecture scenario screening, and optimization when using decentralized subsea
processing modules during field development. The objective of the methodology was
to outline the best arrangement of the decentralized processing systems for a given field
architecture according to an optimization criterion.

The EA enables a systematic screening process that allows exploring the entire domain,
ranking the alternatives, and finding a near-optimal solution in a consistent manner. The
exploration mechanism provided by the EA makes possible searching within the domain
without evaluating every scenario. Thus, the EA is responsible for guiding the search
and making evolve a set of solutions to satisfy the optimization problem. The IPM, on
the other hand, contains the logistics for evaluating the fitness function, decoding the
scenarios defined by the EA, and reconfiguring the field architecture accordingly. This
decoding procedure utilizes a superstructure representation of the problem that allows the
generation and evaluation of the different scenarios. The EA and the IPM are connected
by the “Evaluation” step within the EA (Section 2.7.6) implemented for the experimental
settings by connecting the Petroleum Expert Software with MATLAB using the OpenServer
utility. Such an interface allows carrying out the scenario screening and optimization using
decentralized subsea processing systems in an automated manner.

This paper explored the capability of the EA to support automated scenario generation,
screening, and optimization. Thus, this study focused on the evaluation of various genetic
operators and evolution strategies to compare their performances. The scope of this
analysis included the comparisons and evaluations of the variation operators (crossover
and mutation), impact of the initial population, and repeatability of the results.

The study was performed using a synthetic business case where the screening matrix
considered the selection of six (6) different processes to place at six (6) possible locations
within a fixed field architecture. The total search domain for the study case was 1.5 × 109

possible scenarios. The problem formulation consisted of designing the decentralized
processing system that satisfied an optimization criterion. For this work, the optimization
problem was addressed to maximize the economic value of the architecture by calculating a
simplified model of the additional NPV. The final solution of the methodology provided in-
formation on the number of decentralized subsea processing systems required (subsea gate
box: SGB), location of the individual SGB, and their corresponding internal configurations
(numbers and types of process units).

For the business case evaluated, the best-known cost-effective solution is to implement
the decentralized processing system locating a SGB with gas–liquid separator and liquid
boosting at the two main commingling points (manifold field B and the manifold that tied
field B back to field A) and one three-phase separator at well L4 at field B. The fitness value
for such architecture reached a project value of 714.5 mill USD. The solution was found
after 28 interactions and 1162 simulations of the IPM, with an approximate total running
time of 6.54 h.

Regarding the variation operators evaluated within the EA, the sensitivity analysis of
the different parameters and types of operators considered showed that the best perfor-
mance of the EA was provided by a combination of the structural uniform crossover with a
mutation along the weighted gradient direction and a complementary boundary mutation
(corresponding to cases P20R0 SUxG6xx and P20R0 SUxG6xx). Such EA settings were able
to find the best-known solution (BKS) or solutions within one standard deviation of the
BKS in a consistent manner. The parameters associated with the chromosome mutation
rate, population mutation rate, and parent selection method did not show a significant
impact on the capacity of those cases to reach the best-known solution. These variables
mainly affected the algorithm in terms of the convergence speed and effectiveness.

The poorest performance was observed when combining a structural segmented
crossover with the normal plus boundary mutation (case P20R0 SS1N202) and combining
a parametric arithmetic crossover with a gradient plus boundary mutation (case P20R0
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PA1G611). In general, the cases combining a normal plus boundary mutation with a
crossover operator, such as the parametric-heuristic, parametric average, structural seg-
mented, and random structural uniform, did not find any solution within one standard
deviation of the best-known value. Likewise, cases combining the gradient plus boundary
mutation with the parametric-heuristic and parametric averages also failed to reach this
attraction region.

It was observed that, while the crossover operator has a strong influence on the EA
performance, the mutation operator was the key mechanism to achieve the best evolution
of the individual and finding a near-optimal solution. In this context, the gradient mutation
operator has the capacity to control and adapt the operator behavior according to the
progress of the fitness value. The adaptive capabilities of δ and β are crucial in the success
of weighted gradient direction.

The initial condition has a very strong effect on the capability of the EA to find the
near optimal solution. A reasonable compromise between the number of evaluations and
the convergence speed of the algorithm is to apply a pre-initialization for selecting the
initial population. This pre-initialization increases the number of evaluations prior to the
first generation to increase the possibility of placing a relatively good individual in the
initial population.

The size of the population is a critical parameter that might define the feasibility
of the algorithm. For the cases evaluated in this study, a population between 20 and
40 individuals was good enough to find the best-known value. The case with a population
of 40 individuals did not improve the algorithm performance, and it required a significantly
larger number of evaluations.

The EA algorithm developed at this stage does not guarantee a global optimal solution,
such as a meta-heuristic optimization, but it is the starting point to develop and automate
a scenario screening tool and, eventually, contribute a building block for the future asset
development digital twin.

Although the main optimization problem for this work is based on the design of the
subsea gate box concept (decentralized subsea processing) [1,2], the methodology could
be adapted to optimize other variables within the field architecture, including artificial
lift methods, well routing, delivery/export routing, etc. This adaptation, however, might
require a different encoding of the solution, testing, and verification of the relevant genetic
operators and evolution strategies for the additional variables.

Future works will focus on the further development of this algorithm to improve global
search and optimization capabilities, refine the economic model, include an uncertainty
analysis, and consider SGB configuration changes that may be needed throughout the field
life. A comparative analysis and/or hybrid solutions with alternative, relevant metaheuristic
optimization methods outside the EA domain are also being considered for future works.
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